ACADEMIC INTEGRITY (5)
Maddie Fox SOCY, chair
Colleen Bradley-Sanders LIBR
Danielle Kellogg CLAS
Kelly Britt ANTH
Douglas Schwab ARTD

ADMISSIONS (4)
Michael Mandel CISC, chair
Akiko Fuse CASD
Miriam Lefkowitz ACCT
Kennet Flores EESC

CAMPUS PLANNING (4)
Ryan Murelli CHEM, chair
MJ Robinson TVRA
Stephen Preston MATH
Veronica Manlow BUSN

COLLEGE INTEGRITY (3+2 ex officio)
Yedidyah Langsam CISC, ex officio
Martha Nadell ENGL, ex officio
Florence Rubinson SPCL
Jane Cramer LIBR
David Bloomfield, SPCL
COMPUTER UTILIZATION & EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (4)
David Grubbs MUSC, chair
Jason Thompson CASD
Karen McFadden ECAE
Jeremy Draghi BIOL

COURSE & STANDING (5)
Myles Bassell BUSN, chair
Brian Sowers CLAS
John Marra EESC
Allan Amanik JUST
Rona Miles, PSYC

CURRICULUM, GRADUATE (5)
Doug Cohen MUSC, chair
MJ Robinson TVRA
Wen-Song Hwu CBSE
Wayne Powell EESC
Sandra Kingan MATH

CURRICULUM, UNDERGRADUATE (5)
Robert Shapiro JUST, chair
William Childers MLAN
Diogo Pinheiro MATH
Hyuna Park FINC
Sophia Suarez PHYS
FACULTY-STUDENT DISCIPLINE (6)
Douglas Schwab ARTD
Lawrence Johnson SOCY
Tamara Mose SOCY
Audrey Hazamy CASD
Natalie Schaeffer CASD
Harold Golubtchik SPCL

GENERAL EDUCATION (7)
David Troyansky HIST, chair
Stephanie Jensen-Moulton MUSC
Mariana Torrente CHEM
Emily Molina SOCY
Mark Lauterbach ECAE
Kosal Path POLS
George Cunningham AFST

GRADUATE ADMISSIONS & STANDARDS (5)
Mary Mallery LIBR, chair
Charles Edwards SPCL
Douglas Geers MUSC
Michael Meagher SEED
Hui Chen CISC

HONORARY DEGREES (4)
Jeremy Porter SOCY, chair
Miriam Gerstein ACCT
Christian Warren HIST
Kiyoka Koizumi HNSC
HONORS, CITATIONS, AWARDS (5)
Stephen Chester ANTH, chair
Vacant – KEN HAS TO GIVE ME THE NEW NAME & ASK HIM IF IT WAS ALREADY APPROVED.
Karl Steel ENGL
Sally Robles PSYC
Eto Otitigbe ARTD

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (4)
Louise Hainline PSYC, chair
Zoya Khalfin HNSC
Nicolas Biais BIOL
Lee Ann Fullington LIBR

LIBRARY (4)
Janet Johnson POLS, chair
Chia-ju Chang MLAN
Devorah Kletenik CISC
Sharon Beaumont Bowman SCAS

MASTER PLANNING, EDUCATION POLICY & BUDGET (6)
Mobina Hashmi TVRA, chair
Laurel Cooley MATH
Susan Longtin CASD
Konstantinos Alexakos SEED
Dan Tinkelman ACCT
Mark Kobrak CHEM
RESEARCH (4)
Klara Marton CASD, chair
Terry Dowd CHEM
Seungho Baek FINA
Rebecca Levitan CISC

REVIEW OF PROGRAMS (4)
Beth Evans, chair
Paisley Currah POLS
Scott Dexter CISC
Seung-Yun Yang CASD

REVIEW OF STUDENT RECORDS (4)
Sally Bowdoin LIBR chair
Jason Moore TVRA
Stephen Aja EESC
vacant

STUDENT ADVISEMENT (4)
Liv Yarrow CLAS, chair
Guillermo Gerona-Navarro CHEM
Jessica Siegel ENGL
Mariana Regalado LIBR
COMMITTEES (6)

Ken Estey (POLS 6/19, chair 12/18)
Sharona Levy (SCAS – 12/21)
Graciela Elizalde-Utnik (SPCL – 12/19)
Jennifer Cherrier (EESC – 12/20)
Dov Fischer (ACCT – 12/20)
Jillian Cavanaugh (ANTH – 12/21)

STEERING (5)

Alan Aja (PRLS – 10/21)
Prudence Cumberbatch (AFST – 10/21)
Martha Nadell (ENGL – 10/21) – Secretary
Ken Estey (POLS – 6/19) – CoC Chair
Yedidyah Langsam (CISC – 10/21) – Chair